eZ Platform
Design and Develop Content-Rich Websites and Apps

eZ Platform is a LAMP-based open source CMS built on the Symfony full-stack framework.

Symfony Full-Stack
Develop just like you would with pure Symfony and use any component in the Symfony ecosystem.

Modern Architecture
Built to scale with clustering and sophisticated caching and delivery systems.

Domain-Specific APIs
Integrate content from other apps and use eZ to deliver Content as a Service to any app or device.
eZ Platform is designed for agile teams who want to accelerate development. Symfony developers have plenty to gain including:

- A flexible content repository
- A user interface for editors
- A REST API
- Multichannel content delivery
- Multisite management
- Multilingual support
- Role-based permissions

**Automated and Enterprise Ready**
eZ Platform follows industry standard best practices in continuous integration, unit-testing, automation, and behavior-driven development using leading tools such as Git, Docker, Behat, Jenkins, and more.

**Get Started**
Get eZ Platform using Composer, download a compressed file, or try it on Platform.sh (PaaS) with 30 days of free cloud hosting.

Visit ezplatform.com and try the software today!